
   Mrs Sherrard 2016-17              Curriculum Overview for Class 3 – Year 2 and 3 

English 
 Autumn 

Texts: The Huge Bag of Worries – V 

Ironside, Funky Chickens by B 

Zephaniah (poems) The Hueys in It 

Wasn’t Me - O Jeffers (non-fiction 

letters) 

Skills: •Use conjunctions (joining 

words) and, or, but, so 

•Use a range of punctuation e.g. 

commas in a list and ? ! 

• Use basic layout conventions (y2) 

including paragraphs (y3) 

• Make predictions (y2) based on 

evidence from the text (y3) 

• Read all known phonetic sounds (y2) 

Ongoing all year: Handwriting,  

 Spring 
Texts: Flat Stanley - J Brown, 

The Jolly Postman - Ahlbergs, 

Tuesday – D Weisner, Please Mrs 

Butler – A Ahlberg (poems) George & 

the Dragon - C Wormell (non-fiction 

recounts) 

Skills: •Use subordinating conjunctions 

when, if, because, subordinate clauses 

• Use apostrophe for contraction (y2) 

and plural possession (y3) 

• Inverted commas for speech (y3)  

•Discuss words/phrases that capture 

the reader’s imagination (y3) and 

ask/answer questions about a text  

spelling and guided reading. 

 Summer 

Texts: Angry Arthur - H Oram All 

the Wild Wonders -W Cooling  

(poems) The Journey –  

A Becker (non-fiction  

persuasive texts) 

Skills:•Recognise and write different 

types of sentences: statements, 

questions, commands & exclamations 

•Use the present perfect form of 

verbs instead of the simple past (y3) 

                     •Read age-appropriate 

                    texts with fluency 

            •Prepare poetry to be    

read out loud (y3) 

Themes/ Linked Topics 
 Autumn Scientists and Inventors 
– Study of different scientists and key concepts in 

science, visit to the Discovery Museum, reading the 

story of Roald Dahl’s inventor – George’s Marvellous 

medicine and links to history – Why was the invention 

of Bronze tools so important? 

 Spring All            around the world 

  - Study of cities and                    countries of the world     

and learning about                        weather and 

environments in geography.       Reading The Jolly  

Themes/ Linked Topics 
Postman and exploring sending letters/ communicating 

with the world. Learning about communication using 

computing. Cooking food of the world –                                 

design and technology. 

 Summer Magical Forests 
 - Reading fairy tales and traditional stories with forests 

in (Enid Blyton), poems linked to nature (Wordsworth, 

Daffodils), Nature walk to write poetry outdoors. Flower 

search in science. Look at farms and land use – forest 

adventure trail at Broom House Farm in geography. 

Computing 
◊ Autumn E-Safety, Basic ICT skills revision, Microsoft 

word and publisher 

How do computers work? Networks, internet and 

algorithms, Exploring programming through iPad games 

Scratch – squares + repeating patterns. 

                 ◊ Spring Scratch programming  

                     (create sprite and background), Using iPads    

                to record videos, create a cooking show. 

                Mathboard challenge, Kodu – create  alien 
world. 

Recording and presenting ideas using PowerPoint. 

   
 

◊  Summer 

Databases (information magic) plants, 
Adverts (things for sale), sending polite messages, 
Pages – writing instructions, Using coding and 
programming to create a simple animation. 
Ongoing all year: Using Ipads across the curriculum to 

record, present ideas and supplement learning in 

maths and English. Using ICT (word, publisher and 

powerpoint) across all lessons. E-safety continuous 

provision. 

Mathematics 
 Autumn 

•Recognising the place             value 

of 2 digit (y2) and 3 digit (y3) 

numbers 
• Adding/subtracting using partitioning 

(y2) and written methods (y3) 

• Learning the 2, 5, 10 times tables 

and related division facts. 

•Begin to learn the 3, 4 and 8 times 

tables (y3) 

•Recognising the properties of shapes 

(y2) and lines/angles (y3) 

Real Life Maths 

Measuring mass, length and capacity in 

real life situations 

Ongoing all year: times tables, 

 Spring 
• Count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 

0, and in tens from any number, 

forward and backward (4, 8, 50 and 

100 for y3) 

•Write and calculate mathematical 

statements for × and ÷ using the 

multiplication tables that they know 

• Recognise, find, name and write 

fractions 1/3, 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 of a 

length, shape, set of objects or 

quantity (y2) , count in tenths (y3) 

Real Life Maths 

Recording data on pictograms, tally 

charts and bar charts 

reasoning and word problems. 

 Summer 
• Use place value and number facts 

to solve problems 

•Use practical (y2) and written 

methods to solve all four 

operations ÷, x, + and – 

•Tell the time to 5 minutes (and 

read Roman Numerals y3) 

Real Life Maths 

Make 2d and 3d shapes, 

models and explore  

                   angles and 

                      lines in the  

                    environment and find  

real           life multiplication arrays 

        R.E 
◊ Autumn                         

Domestic Church: Homes,              

Judaism, Choices, Advent/Christmas: Visitors 

◊ Spring 

Local Church: Journeys, Eucharist 

Lent/Easter 

◊  Summer 

Pentecost:  Energy, Baptism/Confirmation: Promises 

Universal Church: Special places 

Ongoing all year: Collective Worship and Reflection 

through Prayer 

Art & Design             D&T 
Autumn: Earth art and seasonal art 

 

 

Spring: Materials and 3D art 

 

 

Summer: Egyptian art. 

Geography 
◊ Autumn                           Y2 focus: Compass                         

directions: use school                     grounds, when out and 

about.Y3 focus: Maps of the U.K. countries, U.K. rivers, 

cities          and mountains. 

              ◊ Spring  Y2 focus: Focus weather and 

environments.Y3 focus: Cities and countries, continents. 

◊ Summer Y2 focus: Study of Location/Direction 

Location continent – similarities/differences. Key terms. 

Y3 focus: Compare and contrast farming/ land use in 

Egypt and China to farming/ land use in U.K. 

 

P.E.                   MFL/Music 

 
 

◊ Autumn                           Science 

They will learn about                     the people who 

discovered new plants                 (plants). Mary Anning 

and William Smith (rocks and fossils). The inventions and 

devices that use convex and concave mirrors (light). 

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, Marie Curie, Louis Pasteur 

and Rachel Carson (habitats, animals including humans). 

Charles Macintosh (materials), and renewable energy and 

the invention of wind turbines (forces and magnets). 

◊ Spring 

A more in depth, scientific investigations of: Materials/ 

Forces and Magnets and Light and Sun Safety. 

◊  Summer 

Plants and Animals including Humans. 

Ongoing all year: Working scientifically and 

development of scientific knowledge. 

History 
◊ Autumn:Y3 focus: Inventors of the Stone Age – Stone 

Age tools and technology. Why was the invention of 

bronze tools so important? Stone Age- Iron Age. Y2 

focus: Year 2 will still look at the Bronze Age inventions 

and sources of evidence their main focus will be to     

               research what tools they invented and   

compare to modern day invention  

(Including local significance). 

◊ Summer: Y3 focus: What do hieroglyphs  

tell us about the Ancient Egyptians? Y2 focus:  

Whistle stop tour across the ages from hieroglyphics to 

the world wide web. Explore the history of 

communication, William Caxton, Samuel Morse, Alexander 

Graham Bell and Tim Berners-Lee. (Change - 

Communication then/now). 
 

SPANISH 

  Autumn: Introduction 

Greetings 

Spring: Continuing 

numbers, colours etc. 

Summer: Reading and 

writing sentences 

MUSIC – (Y3 ukulele) 

Autumn: Singing/Xmas 

Spring: Percussion 

Summer: BIG SING 

 

Autumn: Speed, 

agility & quickness, 

Invasion games, 

Dance 

     Spring: 

Gymnastics 

 Multi-skills, 

swimming (y3) 

 

Summer: Athletics 

and Tennis 

Autumn: Invent a 

robot. 

Spring: Cooking skills 

– food around the 

world 

Summer: Illustrate a 

character for a fairy 

story – including a 

trip to Seven 

Stories. 

 


